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ABSTRACT

Statistical agencies typically impute inflation for disappearing products based on surviving products, which may result in overstated inflation and understated growth. Using U.S. Census data, we apply two ways of assessing the magnitude of “missing growth” for private nonfarm businesses from 1983–2013. The first approach exploits information on the market share of surviving plants. The second approach applies indirect inference to firm-level data. We find: (i) missing growth from imputation is substantial — at least 0.6 percentage points per year; and (ii) most of the missing growth is due to creative destruction (as opposed to new varieties).
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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Whereas it is straightforward to compute inflation for an unchanging set of goods and services, it is much harder to separate inflation from quality improvements and variety expansion amidst a changing set of items. Back in 1996, the Boskin Commission increased awareness of potential biases in how the US Bureau of Labor Statistics accounts for new products in calculating the Consumer Price Index (CPI). In particular, the Commission challenged whether the Bureau of Labor Statistics accurately deals with products experiencing model changes by the same producer (e.g. successive years of a car model) and with completely new product varieties.

In this paper, we propose a method that deals with new product varieties but also, more importantly, with products that are subject to creative destruction. In doing so, we highlight and quantify an additional, overlooked source of bias that has to do with imputation – used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics as well as the statistical offices in most other OECD countries. Creative destruction implies that products exit the market because they are eclipsed by a better product sold by a new producer. Such forced exit is relatively frequent in the US. The standard procedure in such cases is to assume that the quality-adjusted inflation rate is the same as for other items in the same category that the statistical office can follow over time, i.e. products that are not subject to creative destruction. However, creative destruction implies that the new products enter the market because they have a lower quality-adjusted price. Our study tries to quantify the bias that arises from relying on imputation to measure US productivity growth in cases of creative destruction.

To characterize such missing growth, we develop a theoretical framework in which growth results from both incumbent and entrant innovations. Our model generates an explicit expression for how much TFP growth is missed when the statistical office resorts to imputation in the event of creative destruction. We apply this framework to establishment-level employment data on all non-farm businesses from the US Census to quantify missing growth in the US economy over the last three decades. We identify surviving incumbent products with surviving plants.

Estimates of missing and true growth

Source: authors’ calculation and BLS
We estimate that missing growth averaged 0.62% per year from 1983 to 2013 as shown in
the above figure. From this figure, we see no clear time trend in this bias. Missing growth
amounts to roughly one-quarter of true growth on average. Furthermore, since missing
growth is fairly stable over time, TFP growth still appears to have slowed in recent years.
We also look at missing growth across sectors. The results imply that the majority of
aggregate missing growth comes from retail and service industries (e.g. health care), rather
than manufacturing.

Since we find no clear time trend in missing growth, the bias we quantify here cannot
account for the measured slowdown in productivity growth. Why then should we care
about the fairly constant missing growth of about 0.62% per year? Our main finding has a
number of practical implications. First, it suggests ways statistical offices might improve
their methodology. Second, factoring in missing growth, ideas are not becoming as hard to
find as official statistics suggest. This has implications for the production of ideas and
future growth as well as optimal growth policy. Third, the US Federal Reserve might
consider adjusting its inflation target upward to get closer to achieving quality-adjusted
price stability. Fourth, as stressed by the Boskin Commission, because US tax brackets and
Social Security benefits are indexed to measured inflation, they would evolve differently if
official inflation was lowered by 0.5% per year. Finally, although 0.5% per year looks small,
over 30 years it accumulates to mean that a higher fraction of children enjoys a better
quality of life than their parents.

---

Destruction créatrice et mesure de la croissance

RÉSUMÉ

Les statisticiens nationaux ont typiquement recours à des méthodes d’imputation pour
mesurer l’inflation dans le cas de produits disparus. Ils utilisent pour cela l’évolution
des prix des produits survivants ce qui résulte en une surestimation de l’inflation et donc
une sous-estimation de la croissance. À l’aide de données du Census américain, nous
utilisons deux méthodes pour mesurer l’ampleur de cette croissance manquée sur le
secteur privé non agricole entre 1983 et 2013. La première approche utilise des
informations sur la part de marché des établissements qui survivent par rapport aux
entrants. La seconde approche utilise une méthode d’inférence indirecte à partir de
données d’entreprise pour calibrer notre modèle. Les résultats principaux sont : (i) le biais
de mesure de la croissance qu’implique cette méthode d’imputation est importante, au
moins 0.6 point par an ; (ii) c’est la destruction créatrice qui est principalement responsable
de ce biais (par opposition à la création de nouveaux produits).

Mots-clés : croissance, mesure des prix, dynamique des firmes.
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1 Introduction

Whereas it is straightforward to compute inflation for an unchanging set of goods and services, it is much harder to separate inflation from quality improvements and variety expansion amidst a changing set of items. In the U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI), over 3% of items exit the market each month (Bils and Klenow, 2004). In the Producer Price Index (PPI) the figure is over 2% per month (Nakamura and Steinsson, 2008).

The Boskin Commission (Boskin et al., 1996) highlighted the challenges of measuring quality improvements when incumbents upgrade their products. It also maintained that the CPI does not fully capture the benefits of brand new varieties. We argue that there exists a subtler, overlooked bias in the case of creative destruction. When the producer of the outgoing item does not produce the incoming item, the standard procedure at statistical offices is to resort to some form of imputation. Imputation inserts the average price growth among a set of surviving products that were not creatively destroyed. We think this misses some growth because inflation is likely to be below-average for items subject to creative destruction.

Creative destruction is believed to be a key source of economic growth. See Aghion and Howitt (1992), Akcigit and Kerr (2010), and Aghion, Akcigit and Howitt (2014). We therefore attempt to quantify the extent of “missing growth”—the difference between actual and measured productivity growth—due to the use of imputation in cases of creative destruction. Our estimates are for the U.S. nonfarm business sector over the past three decades.

---

1 U.S. General Accounting Office (1999) details CPI procedures for dealing with product exit. For the PPI, “If no price from a participating company has been received in a particular month, the change in the price of the associated item will, in general, be estimated by averaging the price changes for the other items within the same cell for which price reports have been received.” (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015, p.10) The BLS makes explicit quality adjustments, such as using hedonics, predominantly for goods that undergo periodic model changes by incumbent producers (Groshen et al., 2017).

2 A similar bias could arise due to creative destruction at times of regular rotation of items in the CPI and PPI samples.
In the first part of the paper we develop a growth model with (exogenous) innovation to provide explicit expressions for missing growth. In this model, innovation may either create new varieties or replace existing varieties with products of higher quality. The quality improvements can be performed by incumbents on their own products, or by competing incumbents and entrants (creative destruction). The model predicts missing growth due to creative destruction if the statistical office resorts to imputation.

In the second part of the paper we use two alternative approaches to estimate the magnitude of missing growth based on our model. For both approaches we use micro data from the U.S. Census on employment at all private nonfarm businesses for the years 1983–2013. For the first approach we look at employment shares of continuing (incumbent), entering, and exiting plants. If new plants produce new varieties and carry out creative destruction, then the inroads they make in incumbents’ market share should signal their contribution to growth.

In the second approach, we extend the algorithm from Garcia-Macia, Hsieh and Klenow (2016) to estimate the arrival rates and step sizes of the various kinds of innovations (creative destruction by entrants and incumbents, incumbent own innovation, expanding variety by entrants and incumbents). We then use our accounting framework to calculate missing growth. This second approach allows us to estimate the contribution of each of the different types of innovation to missing growth. It does not assume that only new plants introduce new varieties and carry out creative destruction, but does rely on indirect inference.

Our findings from these two quantifications can be summarized as follows. First, missing growth from imputation is substantial. We estimate that missing growth averages around one-third of true total productivity growth using the two methods. Second, the primary source of missing growth appears to be creative destruction rather than new varieties.
Example: The following numerical example illustrates how imputation can miss growth. Suppose that: (i) 80% of products in the economy experience no innovation in a given period and are subject to a 4% inflation rate; (ii) 10% of products experience quality improvement without creative destruction, with their quality-adjusted prices falling 6% (i.e., an inflation rate of -6%); and (iii) 10% of products experience quality improvement due to creative destruction, with their quality-adjusted prices also falling by 6%. The true inflation rate in this economy is then 2%. Suppose further that nominal output grows at 4%, so that true productivity growth is 2% after subtracting the 2% true inflation rate.

What happens if the statistical office resorts to imputation in cases of creative destruction? Then it will not correctly decompose growth in nominal output into its inflation and real growth components. Imputation means that the statistical office will ignore the goods subject to creative destruction when computing the inflation rate for the whole economy, and only consider the products that were not subject to innovation plus the products for which innovation did not involve creative destruction. Thus the statistical office will take the average inflation rate for the whole economy to be equal to

\[
\frac{8}{9} \cdot 4\% + \frac{1}{9} \cdot (-6\%) = 2.9\%.
\]

Presuming it correctly evaluates the growth in nominal GDP to be 4%, the statistical office will (incorrectly) infer that the growth rate of real output is

\[
4\% - 2.9\% = 1.1\%.
\]

This in turn implies "missing growth" in productivity amounting to

\[
2\% - 1.1\% = 0.9\%.
\]

This is end of the example, which hopefully clarifies the main mechanism by which imputation can miss growth from creative destruction.
Our study relates to several strands of literature. The first is the pioneering work of Abramovitz (1956), Jorgenson and Griliches (1967), Griliches (1996) and Diewert (2000) on the measurement of Total Factor Productivity (TFP). Second, our paper builds on the innovation-based endogenous growth literature (Romer, 1990; Grossman and Helpman, 1991; Aghion and Howitt, 1992). Third is the literature on growth, reallocation and firm dynamics (Klette and Kortum, 2004; Akcigit and Kerr, 2010; Acemoglu et al., 2013; Haltiwanger, 2015).

Our paper touches on the recent literature about secular stagnation and growth measurement. Gordon (2012) observes that a rising flow of patented innovations has not been mirrored by an acceleration in measured TFP growth. He argues that innovation has run into diminishing returns, leading to an irreversible slowing of TFP growth. Syverson (2016) and Byrne, Fernald and Reinsdorf (2016) conclude that understated growth in certain sectors, most notably the ICT sector, cannot account for the productivity slowdown since 2005 because the ICT sector is small relative to the aggregate economy. In contrast to these studies, we look at missing growth for the whole economy, not just from the ICT sector. We find that missing growth has not risen in the past decade.

More closely related to our analysis are Feenstra (1994), Bils and Klenow (2001), Bils (2009), Broda and Weinstein (2010), Erickson and Pakes (2011), Byrne, Oliner and Sichel (2015), and Redding and Weinstein (2016). We make two contributions relative to these important papers. First, we compute

---

See also Hulten (2000) and Lipsey and Carlaw (2000, 2004).

See also Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh (1998) and Bartelsman and Doms (2000).

Related studies include Jones (1995), Kortum (1997), and Bloom et al. (2017).

missing growth for the entire private nonfarm sector from 1983–2013.\textsuperscript{7} Second, we focus on a neglected source of missing growth, namely imputation in the event of product exit. We isolate missing growth from creative destruction as opposed to the more familiar quality improvements by incumbents on their own products and expanding variety. The missing growth we identify is likely to be exacerbated when there is error in measuring quality improvements by incumbents on their own products.\textsuperscript{8}

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we lay out a growth model and derive the expression for missing growth and how it relates to creative destruction. In Section 3 we use the two alternative approaches, based on continuing plants’ market shares and indirect inference, respectively, to estimate missing growth using U.S. Census data. Section 4 concludes.

2 A model of missing growth

In this section we develop a simple accounting framework that allows us to analyze the determinants of missing growth in the aggregate economy from imputation in the event of creative destruction.

\textsuperscript{7}Broda and Weinstein (2010) used AC Nielsen data from 1994 and 1999–2003. This database is heavily weighted toward nondurables, particularly food. Bils and Klenow (2004) report a product exit rate of about 2.4% per month for nondurables (1.2% a month for food) versus about 6.2% per month for durable goods. Hence, it is important to analyze missing growth across many sectors of the economy, including durables.

\textsuperscript{8}Unlike Broda and Weinstein (2010), we do not assume that the BLS makes no effort to quantify such quality improvements. Bils (2009) estimates that the BLS subtracted 0.7 percentage points per year from inflation for durables over 1988–2006 due to quality improvements. For the whole CPI, Moulton and Moses (1997) calculate that the BLS subtracted 1.8 percentage points in 1995.
2.1 Basic setup

2.1.1 Structure of the aggregate economy

Time is discrete and in each period output has a CES structure:

\[
Y = \left( \int_0^N [q(j) y(j)]^{\frac{1}{\sigma}} dj \right)^{\frac{\sigma}{\sigma - 1}}.
\] (1)

We assume that \( Y \) is competitively produced from intermediate inputs \( y(j) \) that come at quality \( q(j) \).\(^9\) \( N \) is the number of intermediate varieties available, which can grow over time. An alternative interpretation of \( Y \) is that it denotes utility of a representative consumer. With either interpretation, \( \sigma \geq 1 \) denotes the constant elasticity of substitution between the different intermediate goods.\(^{10}\)

2.1.2 Intermediate input production

Each intermediate input \( y(j) \) is produced one-for-one with labor, i.e., we have

\[
y(j) = l(j),
\]

where \( l(j) \) is the amount of labor used to produce intermediate good \( j \).\(^{11}\)

2.1.3 Resource constraint and market structure

The final good sector is assumed to be competitive. Hence, each intermediate good is paid its marginal product in producing the final good. Intermediate

\(^9\)We remove time subscripts when it does not risk confusion.

\(^{10}\)The production function in (1) is not well defined for \( \sigma = 1 \). In this special case, we assume technology takes a Cobb-Douglas form

\[
Y = N \exp \left( \frac{1}{N} \int_0^N \log [q(j) y(j)] dj \right).
\]

We will use \( \sigma > 1 \) for our quantitative exercises based on estimates in the literature. But the special case with \( \sigma = 1 \) is helpful for highlighting channels of missing growth (see Online Appendix C).

\(^{11}\)Below we present evidence in favor of quality improvements over process innovations.
producers are monopolistic but potentially subject to a competitive fringe. A representative household supplies a fixed amount of labor every period. Labor is freely mobile across firms and the wage rate, $W$, is common across firms in equilibrium. Nominal expenditure by the representative household on the final good is given by $M$, which yields the budget constraint

$$M = PY.$$  

$P$ denotes the (quality-adjusted) price index that we will specify further below.

We will next analyze how, for a given path of $M$ or $W$, innovations of different sorts affect the true (quality-adjusted) price index, $P$. This will allow us to decompose changes in nominal output, $M$, into inflation and growth in real output, $Y$. We will then model the statistical office’s imputation procedure to measure price inflation in the economy and show how this imputation leads to a bias in estimated real output growth — i.e., to missing growth. Finally, we will highlight how this simple accounting framework can be used to quantify missing growth from data on market shares of surviving incumbent vs. newly entering producers.

### 2.1.4 Equilibrium prices

Suppose the existence of a competitive fringe which limits the markup, the producer of intermediate input $j$ can charge at $\bar{\mu} > 1$ over marginal cost $c(j) = W$. Profit maximization by the intermediate monopolist of each input $j$ then implies that it is optimal to charge a markup factor of $\mu > 1$, where

$$\mu = \min\left\{\bar{\mu}, \frac{\sigma}{\sigma - 1}\right\}.^{12}$$

Hence, we obtain in equilibrium for the price of each intermediate good $j$

$$p(j) = \mu W, \forall j.$$  

---

$^{12}$In the absence of a binding competitive fringe on the intermediate producer’s market, one can show that that it is optimal to set $\mu = \frac{\sigma}{\sigma - 1}$. 
2.1.5 Innovation

We model technical change as product innovation.\textsuperscript{13} At each point in time, and for each intermediate input $j$ there is a common exogenous probability of creative destruction $\lambda_d \in [0, 1]$. I.e., with probability $\lambda_d$ the incumbent firm of input $j$ is replaced by a new producer. We assume that the new producer (who may be an entrant or an incumbent firm) improves upon the previous producer’s quality by a factor $\gamma_d > 1$. The previous producer cannot profitably produce due to limit pricing by the new producer.\textsuperscript{14} If $j$ is an existing variety where quality is improved upon by a new producer, we have

$$q_{t+1}(j) = \gamma_d q_t(j).$$

We refer to this innovation process as creative destruction.

In addition, for products $j$ where the incumbent producer is not eclipsed by creative destruction, there is each period an exogenous arrival rate $\lambda_i \in [0, 1]$ of an innovation that improves their by factor $\gamma_i > 1$. Hence, if $j$ is a variety where quality is improved upon by the incumbent producer, we have

$$q_{t+1}(j) = \gamma_i q_t(j).$$

We call this incumbent own innovation. The main difference from creative destruction is that the producer of $j$ changes with creative destruction, whereas it stays the same with incumbent own innovation.

The arrival rates and step sizes of creative destruction and incumbent own innovation

\textsuperscript{13}This modeling choice matters in our empirical context since pure process innovation is arguably more likely to be captured by the statistical office. Yet, across firms and plants with price information in the Census of Manufacturing, we find that firm/plant revenues increase without a decline in unit prices. This suggests that innovations are rather of the product than of the process type. Hottman, Redding and Weinstein (2016) provide similar evidence for retail prices of consumer nondurable manufacturers.

\textsuperscript{14}We assume Bertrand competition within each product market, which allows the new producer, who produces a better product at the same cost as the current producer, to drive the current producer out of the market.
innovation are constant over time and across varieties.

Finally, each period $t + 1$, a flow of $\lambda_n N_t$ new product varieties $i \in (N_t, N_{t+1}]$ are created and available to final goods producers from $t + 1$ onward. Consequently, the law of motion for the number of intermediate inputs is

$$N_{t+1} = (1 + \lambda_n) N_t.$$  

The (relative) quality of new product varieties satisfies the following assumption:

**Assumption 1** A firm that introduces in period $t + 1$ a new variety $i$ starts with a quality that equals $\gamma_n > 0$ times the “average” quality of pre-existing varieties $j \in [0, N_t]$ in period $t$, or formally

$$q_{t+1}(i) = \gamma_n \left( \frac{1}{N_t} \int_0^{N_t} q_t(j)^{\sigma-1} dj \right)^{\frac{1}{\sigma-1}}, \forall i \in (N_t, N_{t+1}].$$

The average quality in Assumption 1 refers to the geometric average that depends on the elasticity of substitution. We do not put further restrictions on the value of $\gamma_n$ so that new products may enter the market with above-average ($\gamma_n > 1$), average ($\gamma_n = 1$) or below-average quality ($\gamma_n < 1$).

To summarize, there are three sources of growth in this framework: First, the quality of some products increases due to creative destruction. Second, for some other products quality increases as a result of incumbent own innovation. Third, new product varieties are invented which affects aggregate output, because the production function (1) features love-for-variety.

## 2.2 Missing growth

### 2.2.1 Missing growth as mismeasured inflation

Because aggregate nominal output $M$ is equal to the product of the price index, $P$, and real output, $Y$, gross real output growth between $t$ and $t + 1$ can be
expressed as
\[ \frac{Y_{t+1}}{Y_t} = \frac{M_{t+1}}{M_t} \cdot \frac{P_t}{P_{t+1}}, \]
where \( \frac{P_t}{P_{t+1}} \) is the inverse of the gross inflation rate. We assume that nominal output growth, \( \frac{M_{t+1}}{M_t} \), is perfectly measured, in which case the mismeasurement in real output growth is entirely due to mismeasured inflation.

More formally, if \( \frac{P_t}{P_{t+1}} \) denotes measured inverse inflation, then measured real output growth is equal to
\[ \frac{\hat{Y}_{t+1}}{Y_t} = \frac{M_{t+1}}{M_t} \cdot \frac{\hat{P}_t}{P_{t+1}}. \]

Expressed in log first differences the rate of “missing” output growth is equal to
\[ MG_{t+1} = \log \left( \frac{Y_{t+1}}{Y_t} \right) - \log \left( \frac{\hat{Y}_{t+1}}{Y_t} \right) = \log \left( \frac{\hat{P}_{t+1}}{P_t} \right) - \log \left( \frac{P_{t+1}}{P_t} \right). \]  (3)

Thus there will be missing growth if inflation is overstated.

2.2.2 True prices and inflation

The aggregate price index In the following we derive the exact welfare-based aggregate price index. The results follow from the final goods sector maximizing current final output, \( Y \), with respect to \( \{y(j)\}_{j=0}^{N} \) subject to \( M = \int_{0}^{N} y(j)p(j) dj \).

Proposition 1 In equilibrium: (i) the demand for an intermediate product \( y(j) \) of quality \( q(j) \) sold at price \( p(j) \) is given by
\[ y(j) = q(j)^{\sigma - 1} \left[ \frac{P}{p(j)} \right]^\sigma M \cdot P, \forall j. \]  (4)

(ii) the equilibrium aggregate price index is given by
\[ P = \left( \int_{0}^{N} \left[ \frac{p(j)}{q(j)} \right]^{1-\sigma} dj \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\sigma}}. \]  (5)
Under optimal price setting of the firms we obtain

\[ P = \mu W \left( \int_0^N q(j)^{\sigma - 1} dj \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\sigma}}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

For the proof see Online Appendix B.

**The true inflation rate** Using (6), we can compute the true inflation rate as a function of the arrival rates and the step sizes of the various types of innovations. We obtain the following proposition:

**Proposition 2** The true gross inflation rate in the economy is given by

\[ \frac{P_{t+1}}{P_t} = \frac{W_{t+1}}{W_t} \left[ 1 + \lambda_d \left( \gamma_d^{\sigma - 1} - 1 \right) + (1 - \lambda_d) \lambda_i \left( \gamma_i^{\sigma - 1} - 1 \right) + \lambda_n \gamma_n^{\sigma - 1} \right]^{\frac{1}{1-\sigma}}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

For the proof see Online Appendix B.

Proposition 2 shows how the arrival rates and step sizes of the different type of innovation affect the inflation rate (for a given change in wages). The term \( \lambda_n \gamma_n^{\sigma - 1} \) captures the effect of *variety expansion* on inflation, and the inflation rate is indeed falling in \( \lambda_n \) and \( \gamma_n \). The term \( (1 - \lambda_d) \lambda_i \left( \gamma_i^{\sigma - 1} - 1 \right) \) summarizes the effect of *incumbent own innovation* on price growth. The inflation rate is monotonically decreasing in \( \lambda_i \) and \( \gamma_i \). The term \( \lambda_d \left( \gamma_d^{\sigma - 1} - 1 \right) \) captures the effect from *creative destruction* on the inflation rate. The inflation rate is monotonically decreasing in \( \gamma_d \). The only comparative static effect that is not immediately clear is the one with respect to \( \lambda_d \). This ambiguity is due to the interaction between the arrival rates of creative destruction and incumbent own innovation. It is easy to show that, whenever creative destruction has a net positive effect on growth, the inflation rate is indeed decreasing in \( \lambda_d \) since then we must have

\[ \gamma_d^{\sigma - 1} - 1 > \lambda_i \left( \gamma_i^{\sigma - 1} - 1 \right). \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

This is a condition we will get back to further below.
2.2.3 Imputation and measured inflation

Throughout we assume the statistical office perfectly observes nominal output and wage growth. Hence, as highlighted in (3), missing growth arises if quality-adjusted price changes are overstated. We further assume that the statistical office has no problem measuring unit prices. Thus the difficulty in arriving at quality-adjusted price changes is in measuring quality changes (and in incorporating the benefits of new varieties).

There are well-known challenges to assessing quality changes when firms upgrade their own products, say from one model year to another Boskin et al. (1996). Quality improvements implemented by new producers (i.e., through creative destruction), pose an additional measurement challenge. When the item produced by a given seller has disappeared altogether, the standard procedure used by statistical offices is imputation.\(^\text{15}\) Imputation uses the rate of inflation for a set of continuing products that were not subject to creative destruction. This procedure is valid if the rate of inflation associated with creative destruction is the same as that for products with a surviving incumbent producer. But the vast majority of these surviving products are not being improved in a given period, according to the BLS.\(^\text{16}\) Instances of creative destruction are linked to innovative success, thus creative destruction is typically associated with more rapid quality improvements than surviving products taken as a whole.

We formally characterize imputation as follows:\(^\text{17}\)

\(^{15}\)Using statistics from Klenow and Kryvtsov (2008), Online Appendix A calculates that imputation was used 90% of the time in the years 1988–2004 when a producer ceased selling a product in the CPI.

\(^{16}\)See Bils and Klenow (2004) and Nakamura and Steinsson (2008). In Online Appendix A we argue — based on CPI micro data — that at a monthly frequency \(\lambda\), is less than 1%.

\(^{17}\)Erickson and Pakes (2011) likewise identify imputation as a source of upward bias in estimating the average price change for exiting products. In their application to consumer electronics, they argue that even the BLS's hedonic procedures — which estimate the missing price of exiting goods using regressions of prices on observable product characteristics — fail to eliminate the bias because they do not correct for time-varying unmeasured characteristics of the goods.
**Assumption 2** In the presence of product entry and exit the statistical office resorts to imputation, i.e., the set of products with a surviving incumbent producer is assumed to be representative and the economy-wide inflation rate is imputed from this subset of products.

Products of continuing producers can be either subject to incumbent own innovation or no innovation at all. We denote the statistical office’s estimates for the frequency and step size of quality-improving innovations on surviving products as $\hat{\lambda}_i$ and $\hat{\gamma}_i$.

**Proposition 3** Under Assumption 2, the measured inflation rate is given by

$$\left( \frac{\hat{P}_{t+1}}{P_t} \right) = \frac{W_{t+1}}{W_t} \left[ 1 + \hat{\lambda}_i \left( \hat{\gamma}_i^{\sigma-1} - 1 \right) \right]^{\frac{1}{1-\sigma}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

For a proof see Online Appendix B.

Henceforth we assume that the statistical office perfectly observes the frequency and step size of incumbent own innovations, i.e., we have $\hat{\lambda}_i = \lambda_i$ and $\hat{\gamma}_i = \gamma_i$. We make this assumption to isolate missing growth due to imputation.\(^{18}\)

### 2.2.4 Formula for missing growth

Recall that missing real output growth between period $t$ and $t + 1$ is caused by upward bias in estimating inflation as in (3). Missing growth can be expressed in the following proposition:

**Proposition 4** Missing real output growth is given by

$$MG = \frac{1}{\sigma - 1} \log \left[ 1 + \frac{\lambda_d \left( \gamma_d^{\sigma-1} - 1 - \lambda_i \left( \gamma_i^{\sigma-1} - 1 \right) \right) + \lambda_n \gamma_n^{\sigma-1}}{1 + \lambda_i \left( \gamma_i^{\sigma-1} - 1 \right)} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

\(^{18}\)In equation (31) below, we show how missing growth would change if the quality improvement of incumbents is not perfectly measured.
Proof. Equation (10) is obtained from combining (3), (7), and (9).

Because the statistical office imputes the inflation rate from products with surviving producers (Assumption 2), there are two sources of missing growth: (i) variety expansion; and (ii) creative destruction, which is imputed but not directly measured. The last term in the numerator in the square brackets in equation (4) captures new variety creation. As long as there is net entry, i.e., \( \lambda_n > 0 \), there is positive missing growth from this source. The first term in the numerator captures missing growth from not properly factoring in creative destruction.

The statistical office understates true output growth if the imputed growth from creative destruction (which is imputed from products with surviving producer) understates the true expected growth from creative destruction. This can happen in two ways: (i) creative destruction has a larger step size than incumbent own innovation (\( \gamma_d > \gamma_i \)) and/or (ii) not all of the surviving incumbents innovate (\( \lambda_i < 1 \)). Note that missing growth from creative destruction remains positive even in the special case where creative destruction and incumbent innovation have the same step size, if not all of the surviving products are subject to incumbent own innovation (i.e., \( \lambda_i < 1 \)).

Missing growth is increasing in \( \gamma_d \), and also in \( \lambda_d \) as long as \( \gamma_d^{\sigma-1} - 1 > \lambda_i (\gamma_i^{\sigma-1} - 1) \). This is the same condition which ensures that overall true growth is increasing in \( \lambda_d \) (see (8)). Missing growth is large if creative destruction is an important source of true growth.\(^{19}\)

3 Estimating missing growth

In this section we explore two alternative approaches for quantifying missing growth in the U.S. data. Both approaches build on the model developed in the previous section. The first approach uses information on the market shares of entrants, exiters and survivors. We refer to it as the market share approach. The

\(^{19}\)See Online Appendix C for an illustration with the Cobb-Douglas production function.
second approach uses the algorithm in Garcia-Macia, Hsieh and Klenow (2016) to infer arrival rates and step sizes of different type of innovations and compute missing growth. We refer to this as the \textit{indirect inference method}.

\section*{3.1 The market share approach}

Here we show how to use our model in the previous Section 2 to estimate missing growth using data on the market share of entering establishments (plants), surviving plants, and exiting plants. This approach does not allow us to differentiate between the different sources of missing growth (creative destruction vs. variety expansion), but it provides a simple and intuitive quantification.

\subsection*{3.1.1 Relating missing growth to market share dynamics}

The idea behind the market share approach is that the nominal expenditure shares of different products contain information about their quality-adjusted prices. The imputation used by statistical offices assumes that the quality-adjusted price growth of products from surviving producers is representative for the economy-wide inflation rate. The CES framework of Section 2 suggests a simple test for the representativeness of this set of products: it is representative if and only if the market share of this set remains stable over time. Moreover, given an estimate for the elasticity of substitution between products, we will show how market shares can be used to quantify missing growth.

To construct the main argument, define the market share of a product \( j \) as:

\[ s(j) \equiv \frac{p(j)y(j)}{M}, \]

where \( M = PY \) denotes aggregate nominal output. Combining this definition with the demand curve in (4) gives

\[ s(j) = \left( \frac{P}{p(j)/q(j)} \right)^{\frac{1}{\sigma}}. \]
Hence, the market share of product $j$ is given by a power function of the quality-adjusted price of $j$ relative to the aggregate price index, $P$. With a CES structure, a similar relationship also holds for the market share of a subset of products. We are particularly interested in the subset of products the statistical office bases its imputation on — those products with a surviving producer between the periods $t$ and $t + 1$ — which we denote $\mathcal{I}_t = [0, N_t] \setminus \mathcal{D}_t$, where $\mathcal{D}_t$ represents the set of products which underwent creative destruction between $t$ and $t + 1$. In the following we refer to the set of products $\mathcal{I}_t$ as the continuers between $t$ and $t + 1$. In period $t$ the aggregate market share of these continuers is given by

$$S_{I_t, t} = \int_{\mathcal{I}_t} \left( \frac{P_t}{p_t(j)/q_t(j)} \right)^{\sigma - 1} dj.$$

A period later, the aggregate market share of the same continuers is

$$S_{I_t, t+1} = \int_{\mathcal{I}_t} \left( \frac{P_{t+1}}{p_{t+1}(j')/q_{t+1}(j')} \right)^{\sigma - 1} dj'.$$

These two expressions together imply that the growth rate of the continuers’ market share is given by

$$\frac{S_{I_t, t+1}}{S_{I_t, t}} = \left( \frac{P_{t+1}/P_t}{P_{I_t, t+1}/P_{I_t, t}} \right)^{\sigma - 1}.$$

This highlights that, if the inflation rate of the continuers is representative of the aggregate inflation rate, then the market share of the continuers should remain stable over time. If, instead, the market share of continuers is systematically shrinking over time, we conclude that the inflation rate of the continuers must have been higher than the one of the aggregate economy (because $\sigma > 1$).

Using the price setting of firms (2) and the specified innovation processes, we can then express the growth rate of the market share of continuers as follows:
Proposition 5 The market share growth of continuers from $t$ to $t + 1$ is given by

$$\frac{S_{I,t+1}}{S_{I,t}} = \left( \frac{P_{t+1}}{P_t} \right)^{\sigma-1} \left( \frac{W_{t+1}}{W_t} \right)^{1-\sigma} (1 - \lambda_i + \lambda_i \gamma_i^{\sigma-1}).$$

For a proof see Online Appendix B.

As shown in Proposition 5, the price index of continuers grows at the rate of the nominal wage $\frac{W_t}{W_{t+1}}$ times $(1 - \lambda_i + \lambda_i \gamma_i^{\sigma-1})^{1/(1-\sigma)}$, which captures the impact of incumbent own innovation on prices. Under the assumption that the statistical office perfectly observes quality improvements due to incumbent own innovation — $\hat{\gamma}_i = \gamma_i$ and $\hat{\lambda}_i = \lambda_i$ — the market share growth of continuers can then be related to the measured inflation rate (see Proposition 3):

$$\frac{S_{I,t+1}}{S_{I,t}} = \left( \frac{P_{t+1}}{P_t} \right)^{\sigma-1} \left( \frac{\hat{P}_{t+1}}{P_t} \right)^{-(\sigma-1)}. \quad (11)$$

The market share growth of continuers is a power function of the growth of their price index relative to the aggregate price index. These continuers are precisely the set of products that imputation is based on. Under the assumption that the statistical office perfectly measures the quality-adjusted price inflation of continuers, this gives us a simple test for the representativeness of these products. As in (11), the quality-adjusted inflation of continuers is representative if and only if their market share is stable over time. If instead the market share of continuers falls over time, then measured inflation $\frac{\hat{P}_{t+1}}{P_t}$ is too high and there is missing growth (given $\sigma > 1$). For a given value of the elasticity of substitution, $\sigma$, (11) can be exploited to quantify missing growth. This is underscored in the next proposition.

Proposition 6 If incumbent own innovation is captured perfectly, then missing growth from imputation can be calculated from the market share of continuers as

$$MG_{t+1} = \log \left( \frac{\hat{P}_{t+1}}{P_t} \right) - \log \left( \frac{P_{t+1}}{P_t} \right) = \frac{1}{\sigma - 1} \log \left( \frac{S_{I,t}}{S_{I,t+1}} \right). \quad (12)$$
Proof. Combining (3) and (11) directly proves the proposition. □

Since $\sigma > 1$, missing growth is positive whenever the market share of continuers shrinks over time. In the following we use equation (12) to quantify missing growth. Our next step is to explain how we try to measure continuer market shares in the data.

3.1.2 Measuring the continuers’ market share

Our goal is to quantify missing growth in the aggregate economy over a time horizon of several decades. We therefore base our market share approach estimates of missing growth on the Longitudinal Business Database (LBD), which covers all nonfarm business sector plants with at least one employee. We use the employment/payroll information in this dataset to infer $S_{t,t}$.

Ideally we would have data at the product level for each firm. Unfortunately, such data does not exist for the aggregate U.S. economy outside of manufacturing (Census of Manufacturing) or consumer nondurable manufacturing (AC Nielsen scanner data). In lieu of such ideal data, we suppose that firms must add plants in order to produce new products. Such new plants could be at entering firms or at existing firms. And the products produced by new plants could be brand new varieties or the result of creative destruction. Moreover, we assume that all incumbent own innovation occurs at existing plants. Under these assumptions, we can use continuing plants as a proxy for continuers.

These assumptions are admittedly strong (we will relax them in our second approach, though indirect inference has limitations of its own). Our assumptions require that firms do not add products through existing plants. Bernard, Redding and Schott (2011) find that U.S. manufacturing plants do

---

Our market share approach is clearly related to Feenstra (1994) and Broda and Weinstein (2010). They also make use of the basic idea that, in a CES world, quality-adjusted prices are isoelastically related to nominal expenditure shares. But they assume that all quality growth is missed. We allow for the fact that statistical offices do attempt to measure quality changes, in particular for continuers. Our focus is therefore on the subtler question of whether imputation in the case of creative destruction leads to missing growth.
start up production in new industries. But perhaps our assumption is a better one outside manufacturing, such as in retail where location is a key form of product differentiation.

If existing plants do introduce new varieties or carry out creative destruction, then our market share approach is likely to understate missing growth. As we will explain below, our baseline specification will only assess market shares of new plants after a 5 year lag. Hence, the critical assumption is that plants do not add new products after the age of 5 years. We can offer two facts that provide some reassurance here. First, employment growth rates are much lower after 5 years than before 5 years of age (Haltiwanger, Jarmin and Miranda, 2013). Second, plant exit rates do fall with age, but not very sharply after age 5 (Garcia-Macia, Hsieh and Klenow, 2016). If plants added varieties as they aged, then one would expect exit rates to fall for surviving plants.

Note also that our approach uses employment (or payroll) data to measure market shares, rather than revenue data. In our model these variables are all proportional to each other across products. But in practice they could differ. Plant revenue data are only available at the firm level, and to us only every 5 years in the manufacturing sector. As a robustness check below we report on revenue results for manufacturing.

To be more exact, we implement the market share approach on plant data as follow. Let $B$ denote the first year of operation and $D$ denote the last year of operation of a plant. Then the continuing plants $I_t$ are those plants who were born in $t$ or before and who die in year $t + 1$ or later. That is, $B \leq t$ and $D > t + 1$. Define $E_t$ as the group of plants entering in $t$ ($B = t, D \geq t$) and $X_t$ as the group of plants exiting between $t$ and $t + 1$ ($B \leq t, D = t$). Let $L(t, \mathcal{M})$ denote the total employment or payroll in period $t$ of plants belonging to group $\mathcal{M}$. We then measure the ratio $\frac{S_{I_t,t}}{S_{I_t,t+1}}$ on the right-hand side of (12) as
\[
\frac{S_{t+1,t}}{S_{t+1,t+1}} = \frac{L(t, I_t)}{L(t, I_t) + L(t, X_t)} \cdot \frac{L(t+1, I_t)}{L(t+1, I_t) + L(t+1, E_{t+1})},
\]

(13)

According to (13), missing growth is positive whenever the employment/payroll share of continuing plants shrinks between \( t \) and \( t + 1 \). For our baseline results we will rely on employment data. In Section 3.1.4 we present results with payroll data as a robustness check.

Precisely how do we measure the first period of operation, \( B \), and the last period of operation, \( D \), in the data? We define a period \( t \) as a calendar year. We map \( D \) to the last year a plant is in LBD. We could map \( B \) to the first year the plant appears in the LBD. But it may take time for plants to accumulate customers and market share — even conditional on the price, quality, and variety of their products. And, as argued above, plants may be most likely to add products in their first 5 years, judging from their growth rates.

With these considerations in mind, we set \( B \) equal to \( k \geq 0 \) years after the plant first appears in the LBD. If \( B^d \) denotes the first year the plant appears in the database, we map \( B \) into \( B^d + k \). We use \( k = 5 \) in our baseline specification. As mentioned, Haltiwanger, Jarmin and Miranda (2013) find that “the fastest-growing continuing firms are young firms under the age of 5” (see their figure 4B), and the same is true at the plant level. We check robustness to alternative lags in Section 3.1.4.

To reiterate, we use the market share after a lag to obtain a measure of market share that is arguably more tightly related to the quality-adjusted price of new plants. A new plant may take a number of years to adjust its inputs and accumulate customers. By abstracting from plants that enter and exit within the 5 year window, our approach may also be more robust to short run churning in the labor market that might be subject to cyclical taste shifts.

Finally, to quantify missing growth we need to parametrize the elasticity of substitution. As our baseline value we choose \( \sigma = 4 \) based on Redding and
Weinstein (2016) and Hottman, Redding and Weinstein (2016). We check robustness to higher and lower elasticities in Section 3.1.4. 21

3.1.3 The market share of missing growth: results

Our baseline results calculate missing growth from 1983–2013 using LBD data. The LBD contains data on employment and payroll going back to 1976, but the payroll data features a number of implausible outliers before 1989. We therefore use employment data for our baseline estimates. Using the employment data, we identify entrants beginning in 1977. For our benchmark with 5 years lag, 1983 is the earliest year we can calculate missing growth (market share growth of survivors between 1982 and 1983) because we use plants that have been in the data for at least 5 years.

Table 1 presents our missing growth estimates with $\sigma = 4$ and $k = 5$, and compares them to official TFP growth. The entries are annual percentage points. We find on average 0.64 percentage points of missing growth per year from 1983–2013. BLS measured TFP growth over the same interval was 1.87 percentage points per year. 22 If we add our missing growth to the BLS TFP series we arrive at “true” growth of 2.51% per year. Thus our baseline estimate is that about one-fourth of true growth is missed.

Table 1 also breaks the 30 year sample into three sub-periods: 1983–1995 (an initial period of average official growth), 1996–2005 (a middle period of rapid official growth), and 2006–2013 (a final period of low official TFP growth). Did missing growth contribute to the speedup or slowdown? Our estimates say yes, but modestly at most. Missing growth slowed down 11 basis points when official

---

21 Our baseline is the median value of the elasticity of substitution within a product category across different producers from Hottman, Redding and Weinstein (2016). Our robustness checks cover the interquartile range of the elasticity of substitution estimates in Hottman, Redding and Weinstein (2016).

22 We put BLS TFP growth in labor-augmenting form, include the BLS estimates of the contribution of R&D and intellectual property to TFP growth. The BLS multifactor productivity series uses real output growth from the BEA. The vast majority of the price indices that go into constructing BEA real output growth come from the BLS (see U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (2014)), even if the BEA weights sectors differently than in the aggregate CPI or PPI.
Table 1: Measured vs. True Growth, Market Share Approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Missing Growth</th>
<th>Measured Growth</th>
<th>“True” Growth</th>
<th>% of growth missed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983–2013</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983–1995</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996–2005</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006–2013</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Entries are percentage points per year. Missing growth is calculated using the market share approach in Proposition 6. The market share is measured as the employment share of plants taken from the Census’ Longitudinal Business Database (LBD) as described in (13). These baseline results assume a lag $k = 5$ and an elasticity of substitution $\sigma = 4$. Measured growth is calculated as the BLS MFP series + R&D contribution expressed in labor-augmenting terms. True growth is the sum of measured growth and missing growth.

growth accelerated by 88 basis points in the middle period. And missing growth sped up by 19 basis points when official growth dropped 170 basis points in the final period.

3.1.4 The market share of missing growth: robustness and discussion

In this section we discuss the robustness of our market share approach to quantifying missing growth. We show how our main results are affected by alternative assumptions about the lag used to defined new plants, the elasticity of substitution, and the data used to measure market shares (using payroll instead of employment data).

Using payroll to measure market shares Table 2 compares missing growth based on employment vs. payroll. The payroll data allows us to do this only from 1989 onward. The estimates are quite similar overall, but exhibit a bigger dip and bounce back across the three sub-periods.
Table 2: Missing Growth with Employment vs. Payroll

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Employment</th>
<th>Payroll</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1989–2013</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989–1995</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996–2005</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006–2013</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Entries are percentage points per year.

Recall that, in manufacturing only, we also have access to revenue data. We find that the market share of continuing manufacturing shrinks more when based on revenue than employment or payroll, so that missing growth as defined by (12) is higher when market share is measured in terms of revenue.

Different lag $k$ Our baseline results in Table 1 evaluate the market share of entrants after a lag of $k = 5$ years. Table 3 indicates how the results change if we instead look at market shares with no lag after entry. With $k = 0$ missing growth is much smaller, averaging 20 basis points per year rather than 64 basis points. Though not reported in Table 3, for $k = 3$ we obtain estimates of missing growth closer to $k = 5$. Increasing the lag beyond the baseline to $k = 7$ years increases missing growth only slightly compared to $k = 5$.

Elasticities of substitution As shown in (12), missing growth under the market share approach is proportional to $1/(\sigma - 1)$, where $\sigma$ is the elasticity of substitution across varieties. Thus our missing growth estimates decline monotonically as we vary $\sigma$ from 3 to 4 to 5 in Table 4. The lower is $\sigma$, the bigger must be the quality and variety improvements brought by new plants to explain a given decline in the observed market share of continuing plants.

In Online Appendix D we extend our framework to allow the elasticity of substitution to vary across sectors. Our market share approach applies easily
Table 3: Missing Growth with different lags $k$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$k = 5$</th>
<th>$k = 0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983–2013</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983–1995</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996–2005</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006–2013</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Entries are percentage points per year.

to this more complicated nested structure. And below we show results under a two-tier specification with a lower elasticity of substitution within industries ($\sigma > 1$) than across industries.

Table 4: Missing Growth with different elasticities $\sigma$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\sigma = 3$</th>
<th>$\sigma = 4$</th>
<th>$\sigma = 5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983–2013</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983–1995</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996–2005</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006–2013</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Entries are percentage points per year.

Sectoral missing growth The market share approach is well-suited to analyze missing growth at a more disaggregated level. To illustrate this point, we calculate missing growth using equation (12) and data on employment shares of incumbent, entering, and exiting plants within 2-digit NAICS sectors (2002 classification).
Table 5 shows missing growth in the five sectors with the highest shares of overall employment (with a combined share of 60% of all employment). Interestingly, we find very little missing growth in manufacturing or education. For health care, retail trade, and restaurants & hotels, in contrast, missing growth averages 80 basis points per year or more. The retail trade contribution may reflect the geographic spread of outlets by big box chains. Health care might capture how new facilities have more up-to-date equipment and treatment than dated facilities. Perhaps reassuringly, our aggregate missing growth is not driven by one particular sector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Missing growth</th>
<th>Employment share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Trade</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurants &amp; Hotels</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Entries are percentage points per year. The sectors shown are the top five 2-digit NAICS (2002 classification) in terms of employment.

The variation in missing growth across sectors in Table 5 suggests that official relative price trends across sectors may be biased considerably. Taken at face value, our estimates would alter the pattern of Baumol’s cost disease and affect how one would estimate the elasticity of substitution across sectors.

We also calculated missing growth at a more detailed level and then aggregated the sectoral missing growth rates using Tornqvist employment shares of each sector as weights. This assumes a nested CES structure where products within a sector have an elasticity of substitution of 4 and sectors are aggregated in translog fashion. Table 6 compares our benchmark missing
growth estimates to those obtained by aggregating up missing growth in this way from the 2 to 5 digit sectoral level. The estimates are gently increasing in the level of disaggregation used (from 64 basis points to 72), and our broadly similar across sub-periods.23

Table 6: Missing growth with disaggregated sectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>1-sector</th>
<th>2-digit</th>
<th>3-digit</th>
<th>4-digit</th>
<th>5-digits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983–1995</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996–2005</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006–2013</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Entries are percentage points per year. The first column repeats our baseline results with a single sector. Other columns are employment-weighted averages of missing growth within different NAICS (2002) n-digit levels.

Declining dynamism and missing growth One may wonder why our missing growth estimates do not trend downward along with rates of entry, exit and job reallocation across firms — the “declining dynamism” documented by Decker et al. (2014). The answer is three-fold. First, we look at plants (establishments) not firms. Second, our market share equation for missing growth is tied to the net entry rate (weighted by employment), not the gross job creation rate due to entrants. Put differently, the growth of survivors’ market share is influenced by the difference between the job creation rate due to new plants and the job destruction rate due to exiting plants. Unlike gross flows at the firm level, we see no trend in the net job creation rate of plants over 1983–2013 in the LBD. Finally, we look at market shares five years after the plant appears in the LBD, rather than immediately upon entry.

23 We also aggregated sectoral missing growth rates using average employment shares over the entire 1983–2013 period to fully eliminate any trends due to changes in sectoral composition. The results were very similar to those in Table 6.
Table 7 illustrates these points of distinction between our market share approach and declining dynamism. Across the first two columns, missing growth drops dramatically when moving from plants to firms. Many new plants are at existing firms, and they are bigger on average than new plants in new firms. Also, unlike our plant-level estimates, missing growth declines over time when based on firm-level data.

**Table 7: Missing growth vs. declining dynamism**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Plant level</th>
<th>Firm level</th>
<th>Net entry</th>
<th>Gross entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983–2013</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983–1995</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996–2005</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006–2013</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes*: Entries are percentage points per year.

To demonstrate the importance of entrant/exiter vs. continuers growth, the third column of Table 7 shows how big missing growth would be using firm level data and assuming all firms were the same size. In this case, missing growth is larger than the firm-level estimate because entering firms tend to be smaller than the average firm. But missing growth continues to plummet over the sample.

Finally, the gross entry rate has declined more than the net entry rate, and our missing growth estimates focus on the net entry rate. To illustrate this point, the last column of Table 7 shows missing growth if all firms were equal-sized and the exit rate was fixed. Missing growth declines even more precipitously when measured in this counterfactual way. In the data, the exit rate fell along with the entry rate, dampening the decline in missing growth.

We base our missing growth estimates on plant dynamic, rather than firm dynamics, because we think it is much defensible to assume plants do not add
new products than to assume that firms do not do so.

In the Online Appendix we discuss further extensions of our analysis in this section: capital in production, varying markups, gains from variety, bias in measuring incumbent own innovation, importing and outsourcing.

3.2 The indirect inference method

In this section we provide an alternative, indirect inference approach to quantify missing growth. It allows us to, in principle, separate the two sources of missing growth — creative destruction and variety expansion. The method relies on first estimating the arrival rates and step sizes and then plugging these values into formula (10) in Proposition 4 to arrive at missing growth. To estimate the arrival rates and step sizes, we adapt the algorithm developed in Garcia-Macia, Hsieh and Klenow (2016), henceforth GHK.

The original GHK algorithm GHK’s algorithm uses indirect inference to estimate the step size and arrival rate of three types of innovation: Own innovation (OI), Creative Destruction (CD), and New Varieties (NV). GHK estimate these parameters to fit aggregate TFP growth; the mean, minimum (one worker), and standard deviation of employment across firms; the share of employment in young firms (firms less than 5 years old); the overall job creation and destruction rates; the share of job creation from firms that grew by less 1 log point (three-fold) over a five year period; employment share by age; exit rate by size; and the growth rate in the number of firms (which is equal to the growth rate of employment in the model). They calculate these moments in the LBD for 1983–1993, 1993–2003 and 2003–2013, respectively.

With their parameter estimates in hand, GHK decompose growth into

---

24GHK assume each variety carries an overhead cost. Firms choose to retire a variety if the expected profits from that variety do not cover the overhead cost. GHK calibrate the overhead cost to match minimum employment in the data.

25Their algorithm matches model steady state moments to data moments, and therefore does not produce annual estimates.
contributions from new varieties, incumbent innovation on their own products, creative destruction by incumbents, and creative destruction by entering firms.

**How we differ from GHK** Our model in Section 2 differs from the GHK model in several respects. GHK keep track of firms with multiple products, and estimate rates of creative destruction and new variety creation separately for entrants and incumbents. GHK also endogenize product exit: firms drop products whose quality relative to the average quality is below a certain cutoff. And rather than assuming a fixed step size for innovations, in GHK quality innovations are drawn from a Pareto distribution, where the same Pareto shape parameter (and hence the same average step size) is assumed for quality innovations from incumbents’ own innovation and from innovations involving creative destruction. Finally, in GHK new varieties are drawn from a scaled version of the existing quality distribution rather than massing at a single point relative to the existing distribution.

As a result of these differences, GHK obtain an expression for true productivity growth which is somewhat different from that in our Section 2. Using our notation, true productivity growth \( g \equiv \frac{Y_{t+1}}{Y_t} - 1 \) in GHK is

\[
1 + g = \left[ (1 - \delta_o \psi) \left\{ [\lambda_i(1 - \lambda_{e,d} - \lambda_{i,d}) + (\lambda_{e,d} + \lambda_{i,d})] \left( \gamma_i^{\sigma-1} - 1 \right) + 1 \right\} \\
+ (\lambda_{i,n} + \lambda_{e,n}) \gamma_n^{\sigma-1} \right] \frac{1}{\sigma - 1}
\]

where \( \delta_o \) denotes the share of products in the previous period whose quality falls below the obsolescence cutoff; \( \psi \) is the average quality of those below-cutoff products relative to the average quality;\(^{26} \lambda_i \) is the share of products that are not obsolete, did not experience creative destruction, and did experience an innovation by the incumbent producer; \( \lambda_{e,d} \) is the share of

\[^{26} \delta_o = \int_{q(j) < \bar{q}_t, q(j) \in \Omega_t} 1 dj \text{ and } \psi \delta_o = \frac{\int_{q(j) < \bar{q}_t, q(j) \in \Omega_t} q(j)^{\sigma-1} dj}{\int_{q \in \Omega_t} q^{\sigma-1} dj}, \text{ } \Omega_t \text{ denotes the set of products in } t.\]
non-obsolete products with entrant creative destruction; $\lambda_{i,d}$ is the share of non-obsolete products with incumbent creative destruction; $\lambda_{i,n} + \lambda_{e,n}$ is the mass of new varieties from incumbents and entrants relative to the mass of products in the previous period; and $\gamma_i$ and $\gamma_d$ are the average step sizes of own innovation and creative destruction, respectively. As in GHK, we assume that the two step sizes are the same, which is why only $\gamma_i$ appears in equation (14). Finally, $\gamma_n$ is the average quality of a new variety relative to the average quality of varieties produced in the previous period. The term $1 - \delta_0 \psi$ adjusts for the endogenous loss of varieties due to obsolescence.

The equation for measured growth $\hat{g}$ in our modified GHK model is the same as in our Section 2 above:

$$1 + \hat{g} = \left(1 + \lambda_i (\sigma_i^{\sigma_i - 1} - 1) \right)^{\frac{1}{\sigma_i - 1}}. \quad (15)$$

Recall that we assume the BLS accurately measures the arrival rate and the average step size of incumbents’ own innovations. To adapt the GHK methodology to our model with missing growth, we make the following changes to the original GHK algorithm:\textsuperscript{27}

1. We choose parameters so that (15) matches the observed growth rates: 1.66% for 1983–1993, 2.29% for 1993–2003 and 1.32% for 2003–2013, according to the BLS.

2. We restrict the sum of the (unconditional) arrival rates of OI and CD to equal the cumulative rate of non-comparable substitutions from the CPI over 5 years.

Key advantages of this indirect inference method include: (i) we need not assume that creative destruction and new product varieties only come from new plants (the inference is on firm-level data and allows for multi-product firms); incumbent plants may also produce CD or NV innovations; (ii) we can

\textsuperscript{27}See our Online Appendix H for a more details description of the changes we made.
decompose missing growth into its CD and NV components using the arrival rates and step sizes of the various kinds of innovations; and (iii) we allow for the possibility of products disappearing because of obsolescence.

**Results from indirect inference** Table 8 defines the parameters and displays their estimated values for each the three samples: “1988” for 1983–1993, “1998” for 1993–2003, and “2008” for 2003–2013. The bottom panel of Table 8 reports the resulting estimates of measured, true, and missing growth. Missing growth is larger under this alternative approach than in the previous section using the market share approach for the sample periods 1988 and 1998: 1.25 percentage points per year (vs. 0.64 when using the market share approach) for the “1988” period, and 1.13 percentage points per year (vs. 0.55) for the “1998” period. For the last sample period, “2008”, the missing growth estimates from the indirect inference method are closer to those from the market share approach at (0.60 percent vs. 0.76). The fraction of total productivity growth that is missed is comparable across the three periods at around one-third of true growth.

As mentioned, an advantage of the indirect inference approach over the market share approach is that here we can decompose missing growth into its new varieties (NV) and creative destruction (CD) components. We calculate missing growth from creative destruction by taking the difference between measured productivity growth and the productivity growth that results when we set the total arrival rate for new varieties \( \lambda_{i,n} + \lambda_{e,n} \) equal to zero. We find that vast majority of the missing growth is due to creative destruction — around 80% in all three periods.

### 3.3 Comparison of the two quantification methods

As stressed, the market share approach uses plant-level data (assuming no added products per plant, and focusing attention on plants that are at least five years old), whereas the indirect inference approach uses firm-level data. The market share approach assumes that creative destruction only occurs through
Table 8: Estimated Parameters and Results with Indirect Inference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_d$</td>
<td>CD arrival rate</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_i$</td>
<td>OI arrival rate (if survive)</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_n$</td>
<td>NV arrival rate</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_d, \gamma_i$</td>
<td>Step size of CD, OI</td>
<td>1.106</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>1.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_n$</td>
<td>Step size of NV</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Measured growth per year (ppt) 1.66 2.29 1.32
- Missing growth (ppt) 1.25 1.13 0.60
- True growth per year (ppt) 2.91 3.42 1.92
- % of missing growth from CD 79.4% 79.7% 80.8%
- % of growth missed 43.0% 32.9% 31.2%


new plants. The indirect inference method allows for creative destruction by existing plants as well. This may be why we found larger average missing growth in this second quantification than in the market share approach.

The falling entry rate of new firms over the past three decades (“declining dynamism”) may explain why missing growth declines across the three periods in the indirect inference approach, which again uses firm-level data. The market share approach with plant-level exhibited no such decline. But when, as a robustness check, we applied the market share approach to firm-level data, we did obtain a sharp decline in missing growth across periods (Table 7).

As already mentioned above, indirect inference did not require that only entrant plants create new varieties or generate creative destruction; and this method allowed us to split overall missing growth into its NV and CD
components. On the other hand, the market share approach is simple, requires fewer model assumptions, and was not too data demanding.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we developed a Schumpeterian growth model with incumbent and entrant innovation to assess the unmeasured TFP growth resulting from creative destruction. Crucial to this missing growth was the use of imputation by statistical agencies when producers no longer sell a product line. Our model generated an explicit expression for missing TFP growth as a function of the frequency and size of creative destruction vs. other types of innovation.

Based on the model and U.S. Census data for all nonfarm businesses from 1983–2013, we explored two ways of estimating the magnitude of missing growth from creative destruction. The first approach used the employment shares of surviving, entering, and exiting plants. The second approach adapted the indirect inference algorithm of Garcia-Macia, Hsieh and Klenow (2016) to firm-level data. The former, “market share” approach is simple, intuitive and easy to replicate for different economies, but assumes all creative destruction occurs through new plants and cannot separate out missing growth from expanding variety. The latter “indirect inference” approach is more involved and less intuitive, but does not require creative destruction to occur through new plants. The second approach, moreover, allows us to decompose missing growth into that from creative destruction vs. expanding variety.

We found that: (i) missing growth from imputation was substantial — around one-fourth to one-third of total productivity growth; and (ii) it was mostly due to creative destruction.

We may be understating missing growth because we assumed there were no errors in measuring quality improvements by incumbents on their own products. We think missing growth from imputation is over and above (and
amplified by) the quality bias emphasized by the Boskin Commission.\footnote{Leading economists at the BLS and BEA recently estimated that quality bias from health and ICT alone was about 40 basis points per year from 2000–2015 Groshen et al. (2017).}

Our analysis could be extended in several interesting directions. One would be to look at missing growth in countries other than the U.S. A second extension would be to revisit optimal innovation policy. Based on Atkeson and Burstein (2015), the optimal subsidy to R&D may be bigger if true growth is higher than measured growth. Conversely, our estimates give a more prominent role to creative destruction with its attendant business stealing.

A natural question is how statistical offices should alter their methodology in light of our results, presuming our estimates are sound. The market share approach would be hard to implement without a major expansion of BLS data collection to include market shares for entering, surviving, and exiting products in all sectors. The indirect inference approach is even less conducive to high frequency analysis. A feasible compromise might be for the BLS to impute quality growth for disappearing products based on its direct quality adjustments for those surviving products that have been innovated upon.\footnote{Erickson and Pakes (2011) suggest that, for those categories in which data are available to do hedonics, the BLS could improve upon the imputation method by using hedonic estimation that corrects for both the selection bias associated with exit and time-varying unmeasured characteristics.}

Our missing growth estimates have other implications which deserve to be explored further. First, ideas may be getting harder to find, but not as quickly as official statistics suggest if missing growth is sizable and relatively stable. This would have ramifications for the production of ideas and future growth (Gordon, 2012; Bloom et al., 2017). Second, the U.S. Federal Reserve might wish to raise its inflation target to come closer to achieving quality-adjusted price stability. Third, a higher fraction of children may enjoy a better quality of life than their parents (Chetty et al., 2017). Fourth, as stressed by the Boskin Commission, U.S. tax brackets and Social Security benefits may rise too steeply since they are indexed to measured inflation, the inverse of measured growth.
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